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SUMMARY

A diligent and detail-oriented front-end developer, proficient in JavaScript and modern frameworks
like React, with a strong ability to bring designs to life through writing maintainable and readable
code, and committed to contributing to a team that develops software to improve people's lives.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Front End Developer - Silver Ponies Nov. 2022 — Present

● Build a new webpage independently, including implementation of a CMS for user-generated
content and design UI/UX

● Implement shopify storefront api to get cart data with currency that includes update cart
functionality, checkout, delete features

● Implementation of mobile search bar increased search bar usage by 50%.

Tools: HTML, CSS, Javascript, Liquid, Shopify, Next.js, Ajax

Frontend Developer - Reusables (Freelance) Jan. 2023 — Present
● Use Shopify geolocation api to automatically set page location
● Optimizing the website for both search engines and web accessibility.

Tools: HTML, CSS, Javascript, Liquid, Shopify

RECENT PROJECTS

Sustainable Hub (Fullstack Web App)

The purpose of the app is to empower individuals to lead a more sustainable lifestyle by connecting

them with businesses in Vancouver that offer sustainable products and services.

Tools: React | Tailwind CSS | Node.js | Express | MongoDB | Cloudinary | Heroku

Website: https://sustainable-hub-backend.herokuapp.com

Lost and Found (Fullstack Web App)

This web app is for reporting lost items. It has CRUD operations which allows users to create a post,
upload an image of a found item and edit the item after it’s posted as well as deactivate the post.

Tools: Angular | Node.js | Express | MongoDB | API | Cloudinary

Website: https://lost-and-found.sachigoto.me

Green Around The World (Fullstack Web App)

E-commerce site for sustainable household products. CMS is managed by Strapi, headless CMS

Tools: Angular | Strapi | Cloudinary | Digital Ocean

Website: https://sachigoto.me/greenaroundtheworld

SKILLS

HTML

CSS

Tailwind

JavaScript

React

Angular

REST API

TypeScript

Node.js

MySQL

MongoDB

GIT

Strapi

Digital Ocean

Critical Thinker

Team Player

Lifelong Learner

EDUCATION

VanArts

2021- 2022

Web Development and

Interactive Design Diploma

Langara

2019- 2021

Major: Psychology

Associate’s Degree
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